
Social Studies/Science News
Current Events Assignment

Your summer work assignment is to read and react to four social studies/science-related articles. Your first
four articles are due on August 13th, 2021 

Suggested sources for social studies/science news: 
https://www.discovery.com/
https://www.nytimes.com/

https://www.sciencenewsforstudents.org/
 https://www.popsci.com/tags/kids

 https://abcnews.go.com/Technology
 http://kidsahead.com/articles

https://www.cnn.com/specials/space-science

Your current events assignment should be organized as follows:
                                           Your Name
                                          Your Class Period 
                                         Due Date

  Title of article Author 
  Source of the article (Ex: Magazine name or website title)
  Date article was written (No more than 3 years old) 

Paragraph one: (Summary) Write a summary of the article using your own words. Assume you are
educating your reader about this topic, be sure to include helpful background information and a thesis
which is the main point the author is trying to make. Plagiarism will not be accepted - use your own words!
If you did not enjoy the article or understand it, find a new current event article. 

Paragraph two: (Reaction) Write a thoughtful and reflective reaction to what you read. Some ideas to get
you thinking could include answering TWO of the following questions. You do NOT have to answer all the
questions, pick two and write a thoughtful and reflective reaction. (Be sure to include an introductory
sentence in your paragraph!)
 * What did you learn that was new and how would you apply this information to a different situation or
setting? (How else could this knowledge be used?) 
*How does this relate to what we are learning/have learned in science class or your other classes? Make a
strong connection, how has this article enhanced your understanding of what was covered in a class?
(Connect and compare it to your learning)
 *What further questions do you have about this topic? (Construct new questions for the author, what else
should be explored?) 

Vocabulary: At the bottom of your assignment, including one new or unfamiliar vocabulary word you found
while reading this article and its definition. 

 
*Copy & paste a complete URL for me to visit the website for the article*.




